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It has been my experience that several firms starting metal

construction are spending unnecessary money by designing tileir

first spar section on

in the drawing office

perience tn this type

rolls, etc. A lot of

the trial ai~demor system. Also the man

is at a disadvantage, through lack of ex-

of construct io-njin stressing, designing

.
t:ilscould be obviat ed if the des igner

had at his disposal certain information, which it is the ‘object

of this article to supply.

Fig. 1 shows three typical rolled steel spars.

~~etal snars are so varied in design that it is impossible

to discuss them all here. H~owevcr, certain principles arc

common to all. We will therefore follow the design of one

throughout .

As.sumc a spar is required for a bay 30 in. long (l),

5000 lb.

mcnts at

Tile
.,

end load (P), 120 lb. per ft. run (w) and bending ,mo-

cnds 1500 ft.-lb. (MA) and 1400 ft.-lb. (MB).

first sto-pis to choose

In this connection the following

count:

the form our spar is to take.

points’”rmstbe taken into ac-

~dgcs of metal must not bc at pcints of high stress, i.e,,—-
* From ltFligY.t,l’Februazj~25, 1926.
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top or sides as Fig. 2 (a and b). (b) would’be O.K. if the

end had a srnall..radiusas Fig. 1 (a). Do not allow any flats

as ih Fig. 2 (c) X- X. Two large rad-iiadjacent pYoducc .a

flat where they meet; always at highly stressed parts put a

small radius next to a large, as Fig. 1 (a) flange. This is

not so necessary in the wcb where the stress is small.

~Iaximum radius must not exceed 30t; It is no good taking

the figure for tubes. It is obvious that an inch diameter

tube will stand a greater r~t ratio than a tubuiar section
●

say 12 in. diameter made up of several ~-inch radii.

Medium radius for DTD 16/50 steel is 3t and DTD 16/52

is lt.

Neglect of any of the above will lead to local failure be-

fore the spar develops its stress.

Remember t~t fittings and ribs will have to be attached

after the spar is ~yadcup.

I have seen spars designed with the onc thought that they

must stand up to t-hestress and then handed to the draughtsman

to incorporate in a wirig,,with the

and heavy fittings have to bc made

had to be attached before the spar

pays to make the webs of a lighter.,.

result that most elaborate ‘

and in onc case rib posts

was P.adeup. It generally

gauge than the flanges.

Heat treated strip in long length coils cannot at present,,

be had in a greater width than G$ in. for 0.015 in. to 0.032 in.

thick, and ~ in. for 0.010 in. to 0.015 in. thick, For fittings
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and sM.e vlat es the steel K.E. 169 is supplied in the annealed

state up to 7 in. in width.

We w-i?.?.make our spar of the type shown in Fig. 1 (a).

Let itS ~Lir:16.~sionsb e as ShOWII in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), diiflenS>O~S

in (b) being obta,ii~eclby scaling a d~awin.<gten times full size.

tia.

Our next procedure is to find the area and moment of iner-

Area = length X thickness.

Length of flange =

,. ,.

(~ (5o X 0.15) + (150 X 004~+ (100 x 001) + 0.1~= 3.064 in.
5?.3 /

Area of flanges = 3.064 X 0.022 X 2 = 0.1348 sq.in.

Length of web =

~~(270 X 0.1) + (70 x“O.2) + (70 X 0.5)
57 ● 3 )

+ 0.38 = 3.41 in:..

}.rea of webs = 3.41 X 0.018 X 2 = 0.123 sq.in.

Total area = 0.134$ + 0.123 = 0.2578 sq.in.

The moment of inertia is best found by use of calculus.

If we take any rectangle (Fig. 4 (a)) of length t,

breadth b, and distance d from a line xx-

(Ixx=~b d2+&)”
24 ,)’

if b
z

is very small it will be sufficiently accurate to say

IXX = Lbd2.

ITOWtake the arc, AB (Fig. 4 (b)) of radius b and thick-
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ness t, t being very small in relation to the distance

from xx. The inertia is required about xx. CD is an infini-. . .-. -..,,

tesimally snail port ion of the arc and its distance from xx

will be a -I-b cose and its inertia about xx, t(a + b cosef

bd 9, i.e., distance squared X length X thickness.

The inertia of the whole arc ~AB will therefore be:.
,

~ (a’ +“2ab COS6 + IF cos’6)d6= tb ja
_

Using -thismethod for our spar we have:

I flange-=—.-—
A+

j’0(1.518 - 0.15 cOse~ 0.15 de
%Ll o

-100 ‘1”-1-j50

+ yloo (1.08 - 0.1
I,YJ.,, -.

=
[

0.15 (1.518”2+ ~?~ .

..”.

-1-0.4
[(

1.1672 + ~) ~:,+
.

167 -!-0.4 cos6)2 0.4 de

CoSe)z 0..1de + 0.18 X 0.9812

- 2 X 1.518 X 0,1.5 .

,.

0.152”x 0.766 + ~ 1X0.98!5.

2 X 1.167 X 0.4

X (0.766 + 0.985) -J- 1~ (“0.985- 0.342)

... .. . . . _________ -.
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-1-0.1
[,

1.OE? + Q&)~ - 2 X 1,08 X 0.1 X 0.985
.

_ 0.12-..
1

— X 0.342
4

+ 0.18 X 0.9812

= 0.251 + 2.1755 i-0.1837 + 0.1735

= 2.7827

I flange = 2.7827 X 4 X 0.22 = 0.245 in.4

14;eb = 0.1 X 1.0572 X TT+’0.9G1Z X 0.18

+ fg@(0.858 + 0.1 COS@2 0.1 de
o

+ j-:z~-xs+Jgb (Oo~58 _ 0.2 COS@)2 0.2 dO
0“658 20

+ ~70(0.5 CO@2 9.5 do
o

= 0.35 + 0.166 + 0.1 [(0.8582 + ~) ~
J .

., u 0.8583+ ~ x C)*858x 0.1 x 1 + ——- 0.65831
-1 3 3J

-1-O*Z
[( )

0.6585 + ~ ~- -
57.3

2 X 0J658

0.22X 0.2 (1 A 0;342) - ~ X 0.642

= 0.35 + 0.166 + .134 + 0,116 + 040’75+ 0.097 = 0.938
.._

I web = 0.938 X 4 X 0.018 = 0.058 in.4 .

Total I of spar “=0.245 + 0.068 = 0.313 in.4
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By Vebb and Thorne~s formula for maximum behding moment

we have:
...,, . .

Euler load Q = ~ ‘
Ha x 30 x Id x o.3~3 = ~n2800

30 x so

-[ 1M(max) = ~, {~ (MA + MB) 1 + 0.26 ~

+ 1.02, +
}

+ + (M~w--m) 2

-1-1.02 x 120 X 2.52
a

f(tnax)= +!Y++

}
+ 0.5 x (l19Cl~

120 x 2.53

12 x.1918 x 1.575—— ..—
0.51.3

= 1918 ft.lb.

5000
+ 0.2578

= 115700 -1-19400

= 135100 lb./sq.in.

Therefore, this spar will be O.K. in DTD 16/50 steel.

We will now get out the rolls or dies for making the sections

out of flat sheet. These must be made very accurately, for if

the strip is gripped

come out twisted.

The first rolls

tighter in one place than another it will

are got out by sight from experience; the

last but one is generally made of similar dimensions to the

finished section an~~’~h~ last has;%&@~&.l&??’~hthat the spring
~*t,.+ ~11 ,*,km~ -.:,

back will give the correc~t,’”secti,o~,,)‘and is arrived at in the
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We know that ~ = ~.
.,

If we denote the finished section constants by El RI fl

and YI and those of the section in the last Ciieby & R2 f2
.

no stress in the metal after spring back and f2 = yield stress,

as the material yields i-nthe die

This is not the yield stress from

of material used, and is a,bout70

DTD 16/50.

El = Ez and

to give it its “new curvature.

specification, but from test

tons per square inch in

Y1 ‘Y2”

We can therefore write E(~-~?=~

1 1 f2
and—-—=—.

R2 KI Ey

We will work out the last ,ciiefor the flange. Let us de-

note the arc of .15’1rsi.iusby ‘a,f .4 by lb,~ and .1 by !cf

1 70—=
‘hen Pa 13600 x 0.011 + 0:15=

1 1 1
RG= 2 ● 137 + & = 0.3365

-1_ 1 1
Rc = 2,137 + ~’ 0.;957

This gives our radii for the

and .0957” respectively. Now the

1 1 1

2.137 + 0.15 = ~

last die as .13951’,.3365!1

length of arc of each separate

curve must remain the same for all the rolls and dies.
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Therefore the new angles will be

8

(a)

(b)

(c)

0.15 x 50
0.i395

= 53.70

0.4. X 150
0.3365

= 178.7°

0.1 x 100
— = 104.30

o. G95r/

Fig. 5 shows the rolls and d.ics. The first two may be

rolls but ths last two must ‘DCd-its; the distance x bciilg less

than y the rolls cov.ldnot run in each other. No. 3 could be

made suitable for rolls by cutting away the small portion that

fouls . Tliisbeing so sifi~ll would not barn the strip.

The axes of the male and fmalc rolls should be equi-

distant from the center of the strip x - x; this minimizes the

amount of slip caused by the difference in linear velocity of

the rolls, which increased with their difference of dia.meter

at any poiilt.

The rolls for the webs may be found in the same way; it

will be better to have five instead of four for this section.

Some firms have fitted a furnace to their clrawbcnchand

they d-rawthe metal hot...

I have no cxperience of results, but would imagine that

the dies would be difficult to design, the yield point being

an unkmowfiquantity. Against this method is the very much
*

.
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greater time taken. With good to~ls and a little experience,

good r&sults should be had from drawing cold. Twist is often

to badly made dies or drawing through two at once tka,t are

not in line.

It is better. to have the rolls sliding on a splined shaft;

if they are fixed it is very difficult to get three or four

dead in line. Always have a lead in on the dies. Make, say,

1/4 inch of the die the true section and chamfer the rest off.

A,test should be made of all new spars to see that they

develop the required SJG~CSSwithout local ?mckle.

.

—
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